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The Challenge
• To effectively care for ecosystems and infrastructure,
citizens, landowners, politicians, managers and
government agencies must know the location and
distribution of resources across the landscape.
• Unfortunately, significant data gaps exist across the
state and regionally in the Bay Area
• Existing vegetation maps are piecemeal, out of date,
or at a coarse scale that cannot support local decision
making.
• High resolution vegetation maps are inconsistent
across jurisdictional boundaries.
• Topographic data is coarse or non-existent.
• Datasets such as these result in managers and
decision-makers laboring with maps which are out of
date, crude, inconsistent, and often incorrect.
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Overview: Regional Fine Scale Vegetation and Landcover Mapping
• Beginning in 2013, land managers, agencies, and NGOs at the
local, regional, state, and federal level have initiated
grassroots efforts to co-fund countywide fine scale vegetation
and/or landcover maps to support a variety of applications.
• In 2017 a program led by the Sonoma Ag + Open Space
District completed fine scale vegetation, carbon, fuels and
landcover mapping.
• The One Tam collaborative initiated the Marin Countywide
Fine Scale Vegetation Map and Landscape Database Project in
2018. Work was completed in 2021
• In parallel with the Marin effort, the Parks Conservancy
helped to build a consortium to fund countywide mapping in
San Mateo County, along with NPS lands in San Francisco.
Work will be completed in 2022.
• During this period, fine scale fuels mapping was completed in
Napa County, and enhanced lifeform mapping in Elkhorn
Slough.
• The Santa Cruz Mountains Stewardship Network has
organized the ongoing effort in Santa Cruz and Santa Clara
counties, which will be completed in 2023
• In 2021 East Bay Regional Parks District secured CAL FIRE
funding to initiate mapping in Alameda and Contra Costa
counties.
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Product Examples
These vary by county, but the key is that resulting landscape datasets are of a high enough resolution to support local land
management decisions and of sufficient consistency to allow for regional analysis
• Lidar data Q1 (USGS 3DEP partnership)
• 3 to 6-inch 4-band orthoimagery
• Enhanced lifeform and land use map (20+ classes)
• NHD/WBD Update; Lidar Derived Hydrological System
Mapping and/or Functional Riparian Mapping
• Floristic classification to NVC/MCV standards, including keys
and descriptions for alliances and/or associations (CDFW
VegCAMP & CNPS Vegetation Program partnership)
• Countywide 5m wildland fuels and Wildfire Risk Index
• Lidar derived ladder fuels
• Topographic layers (slope, aspect, elevation, shaded relief,
etc.)
• Canopy cover, height, base height, bulk density
• Multi-class impervious/pervious surfaces mapping
• Fine scale (alliance level) vegetation map and accuracy
assessment (100+ classes), including tidal wetlands
• Data access portals (e.g., www.sonomavegmap.org and
https://pacificvegmap.org/
pacificvegmap.org)

What made these projects possible?
• Continual decline in the costs of orthoimagery and lidar
data collection and processing.
• Coordination with the California Native Plant Society
Vegetation Program and California Department of Fish
and Wildlife Vegetation Classification and Mapping
Program (VegCAMP) to build consistency with state
(Manual of California Vegetation) and national (National
Vegetation Classification) for fine scale map classes.
• Implementation of innovative technologies such as
image segmentation, machine learning, and GPS
enabled digital field data collection – saves money and
improves consistency and accuracy.
• Ability to make the products widely and easily
accessible on the web which builds a constituency from
a wide user base.
• Economies of scale from region-wide, crossorganizational collaboration. Spreads costs across
agencies, lowers per sq. mile cost by working over larger
geography, builds broad sense of ownership of
products, fosters new partnerships; ensures outputs are
used widely
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II. What is coming for Santa Clara County – and when?
Task

Status

Est. Delivery

Project management and administration

Ongoing

QL1 lidar acquisition and post-processing

• Acquisition completed 2020
• Delivered July 2021

High Resolution imagery acquisition and post-processing

• ”Leaf-off” imagery acquired Feb 2020 (tile service
here)
• NAIP License “leaf-on” imagery acquired.

Lidar derived canopy height model, canopy closure model, and elevation products to support fuels
mapping

Complete! Access here

Enhanced vegetation lifeform map

Est. November 15th, 2021

Multi-class impervious/pervious surfaces map

Est. Fall/Winter 2021

Countywide ladder fuels raster, 5m wildland fuels, wildfire risk index, and online tools

Est. Fall 2021 through January 2022

Alliance level mapping of tidal wetlands

Est. December 2021

Countywide Field Sampling

Complete!

Countywide vegetation classification

Winter 2021 - Spring 2022

Countywide vegetation floristic key, descriptions, and report

Fall/Winter 2022

Countywide Functional Riparian mapping for catchment areas > 500 acres and excluding
engineered reaches in urban area

June 2022

Fine Scale Vegetation Map – Draft map for local expert review and subsequent final map

January-March 2023

Countywide Fine-scale vegetation map accuracy assessment and final report

June 2023

III. How is the Fine Scale Data Being Used – Example Applications
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III. How is the Fine Scale Data Being Used – Sonoma County
• On October 8, 2017, a historic wind event led to one of the
worst firestorms in Sonoma County history. In total, the Nuns,
Tubbs, and Pocket Fires (together comprising the Sonoma
Complex Fire) burned over 110,700 acres in Sonoma and Napa
counties.
• Catastrophic as these fires were, they also presented a unique
opportunity to put into use the county’s fine scale vegetation
map and landscape dataset, completed five months prior to fire.
• Sonoma Ag + Open Space received NASA funding to study
“relationships between post-fire woody canopy condition and
landscape characteristics such as weather, vegetation type, fuel
loading, land use, and land management patterns.”(Green et. al.)
• The study would not have been possible without the pre-fire,
fine-scale vegetation map and landcover data. It revealed
several important considerations for managers including the
contribution of ladder fuels to canopy burn severity in forests
and woodlands and the ability of riparian areas to act as barriers
to fire spread. A similar study has just been funded for the CZU
Complex Fire footprint in Santa Cruz and San Mateo counties.

III. How is the Fine Scale Data Being Used – Marin County
• In Marin County, the One Tam collaborative is working to
integrate data from the countywide fine-scale vegetation map
into a strategic planning effort to assess forest health at
landscape scale and identify areas that may benefit from a
restorative approach to fuels reduction that will both increase
wildfire resiliency and preserve or enhance key ecosystem
services like carbon sequestration and wildlife habitat.
• To do this work, One Tam is developing add-ons to the
countywide fine scale vegetation map that can serve as
indicators of forest heath. One is a percent mortality for forest
stands, which will help managers identify areas with
concentrated impacts from Sudden Oak Death and other
pathogens such as Pitch Pine Canker Disease
• Mortality indices, combined with lidar analysis of the
structure of forest stands, can show managers where
mortality overlaps with other important attributes such as
dense ladder fuels or seral stage. This can help prioritize areas
for treatment, stratify field monitoring plots, complete
compliance documentation, and communicate the need for
forest resiliency work to potential funders and members of
the public.

III. How is the Fine Scale Data Being Used – San Mateo County
• In San Mateo County, project stakeholders invested in
development of a countywide 5-meter surface fuel model
as an add-on to their countywide fine scale vegetation
mapping project
• The map of surface fuel conditions on the landscape is a
required input for fire behavior and fire spread simulations.
5-meter fuel models provide a higher spatial resolution than
existing, publicly available fuel models such as LANDFIRE
data derived from 30-meter Landsat satellite data.
• This high-resolution “fuelscape” mapping is a key
application of fine scale vegetation data and allows
managers to conduct wildfire hazard risk assessments and
prioritize fuel reduction efforts in the wildland urban
interface.
• Similar mapping of surface fuels has been completed in
Sonoma and Napa County and is currently underway in
both Santa Clara and Santa Cruz counties and part of the
effort to produce wildfire risk maps for fire prevention
planning.
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Visit
https://pacificvegmap.org
to access data products
for all counties including
Santa Clara!

Questions

Answers

1.Once data collection project is
complete, are there plans to
update at any regular intervals?
Needed contact info of presenter

Contact costergten@usgs.gov or ddecker@usgs.gov; dfranco@parkconservancy.org.

2. When were the LiDAR dataset
that would be used in wildfire
behavior models, (i.e. fuel models It absolutely makes sense to utilize the new (2020) QL1 lidar for updating the County's
and densities, structures, etc.) for
fuel model and wildfire risk index maps, which includes the forthcoming enhanced
SCC updated? Is there a reason to vegetation lifeform map, and lidar derived topographic and ladder fuels raster's that will
wait for a better data in SCC and greatly improve the accuracy of the models used by those managing wildfire prevention
surrounding counties to run these
and mitigation projects and programs. This work is expected to be completed late
models which will help determine 2021/early 2022. More information can be found in the slide deck for the latest workshop
prevention and mitigation
on Wildfire Risk Maps for Fire Prevention Planning in Santa Clara County. Email Danny
programs?
Franco (dfranco@parksconservancy.org) to be on the email list for future workshops.
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